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Unit – I:  
INTRODUCTION TO VERILOG: Verilog as HDL, Levels of design Description, Concurrency, Simulation 

and Synthesis, Functional Verification, System Tasks, Programming Language Interface (PLI), Module, 
Simulation and Synthesis Tools, Test Benches.  

LANGUAGE CONSTRUCTS AND CONVENTIONS: Introduction, Keywords, Identifiers, White Space 
Characters, Comments, Numbers, Strings, Logic Values, Strengths, Data Types, Scalars and Vectors, 

Parameters, Operators 
 

Important Points / Definitions:  
A Hardware   Description language (HDL) resembles a programming language ,but is specifically 
oriented for describing the hardware structures and behaviour 
 It can be used for representing logic diagrams, Boolean expressions and other complex digital 

circuits 
 Logic simulation allows   the detection of functional errors in a design without physically 

creating the circuit. A simulator interprets the HDL description and produces readable output, 
such as timing diagram that predicts how the hardware will behave before it is actually 
fabricated. 

 The stimulus   that test the functionality of the design is called a test bench. 
 Logic synthesis is the process of   deriving a list of components and their interconnections (called 

net list) from the model of digital system described in HDL. 
 LEVELS OF DESIGN DESCRIPTION: 

a) Circuit Level: At the circuit level, a switch is the basic element with which digital circuits 
are built. Switches can be combined to form inverters and other gates at the next higher 
level of abstraction.  

b) Gate Level: At the next higher level of abstraction,  design is carried out in terms of 

basic gates.  All the basic gates are available as ready modules called “Primitives. 

c) Data Flow :  Data flow is the next higher level of abstraction .All possible operations on 

signals and variables are represented here in terms of assignments such as y = a & b; 
d) Behavioral Level:  Behavioral level constitutes the highest level of design description; it is 

essentially at the system level itself. With the assignment possibilities, looping constructs and 
conditional branching possible, the design description essentially looks like a C program. 

 CONCURRENCY: In an electronic circuit all the units are to be active and functioning 

concurrently. The voltages and currents and logic levels  in the different elements in the circuit 
can change simultaneously. Simulation of such a circuit in an HDL calls for concurrency of 

operation. Verilog simulators are built to simulate concurrency 



 System Tasks :  facilitate control and flow of the testing process .All system tasks start 

with $.System tasks perform various functions like  monitoring the simulation time, 
displaying the signal values in the format specified by the designer . 

 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE INTERFACE (PLI) :  It is a mechanism to invoke a 

C function from a Verilog code.  PLI is primarily used for doing the things which would 

not have been possible otherwise using Verilog syntax  
 MODULE : Any Verilog program begins with a keyword –called a “module.” .A module 

is the name given to any system considering it as a black box with input and output 

terminals .The terminals of the module are referred to as ‘ports’. 

                                               

 TOOLS: A variety of Software tools related to VLSI design is available. Two of them are –

Modelsim and  Xilinx. 

 Modelsim has been used to simulate the designs.  

 Xilinx  can be used to simulate and synthesize the circuits  and also can be used to dump the                  

synthesized code on to FPGA 

 LANGUAGE CONSTRUCTS AND CONVENTIONS 

 Verilog is a case-sensitive language like C. The keywords define the language constructs             

             and  all keywords in Verilog are in small letters. 

 The numbers can be of integer type or real type. 1. Integer Numbers 2. Real Numbers 

 A string is a sequence of characters enclosed within double quotes 

 There are two logic values appearing on signal lines, 1 signifies the 1 or high or true level and  

0 signifies the 0 or low or false level. Two additional levels are also possible Two additional 

levels are also possible – designated as x for unknown state and  z for high impedance. 
 STRENGTHS: Verilog has eight strength levels – four of these are of the driving type, three 

are of capacitive type and one of the hi-Z types. 

 OPERATORS:  

 Unary: the unary operator is associated with a single operand. The operator precedes the 

operand – for example, ~a. 

  Binary: the binary operator is associated with two operands. The operator appears between 

the two operands – for example, a&b. 

  Ternary: the ternary operator is associated with three operands. The two operators together 

constitute a ternary operation. The two operators separate the three operands – for example 

a?b:c // Here the operators ―?‖ and ―:‖ together define an operation 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



Questions : 
 
1) Explain programming language interface  

2) Explain levels of design description  

3) Explain simulation and synthesis with differences  

4) Write about system tasks with examples?  

5) Mention keywords and their significance?  

6) Explain data types of Verilog  

7) Explain the following (a) scalars and vectors (b) parameters (c) white space  

8) Explain operator in Verilog.  

9) Explain system tasks.  

10) Write about module structure 

 
 
Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  
 
1) ASIC stands for Application specific integrated circuits 

2)  The names of system tasks and functions begin with a dollar Sign ($)  

3)   Declaration of mode, type, and size of ports can either appear in the portlist  

4)  Constants in Verilog are integer or real  

5)  A block comment begins with  

      a. /     b.  //   c.  !!   d  .  --: 
6) Which among the following is a process of transforming design entry information of the circuit into 

a set of logic equations? 

   a. Simulation   b. Optimization   c. Synthesis   d. Verification 
7)  Among the VHDL features, which language statements are executed at the same time in parallel 

flow? 

a. Concurrent   b. Sequential   c. Net-list   d. Test-bench 
8)  which among the following is an output generated by synthesis process? 

a. Attributes & Library b. RTL VHDL description c. Circuit constraints   d. Gate-level net list 

9) Which type of digital systems exhibit the necessity for the existence of at least one feedback path 

from output to input? 
a. Combinational System 

b. Sequential system 

c. Both a   and b 
d. None of the above 

10) Operator   which   precedes the operand  

a. unary  b. Binary  c. Ternary  d. None  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Unit – II  



GATE LEVEL MODELING AND Gate Primitive, Module Structure, Other Gate Primitives, Illustrative 
Examples, Tri-State Gates, Array of Instances of Primitives, Design of Flip-flops with Gate Primitives, 
Delays, Strengths and Contention Resolution, Net Types, Design of Basic Circuits.  
MODELING AT DATA FLOW LEVEL Introduction, Continuous assignment structures, Delays and 
continuous, Assignments, Assignment to vectors, Operators 
 
Important Points / Definitions: 

 All the basic gates are available as “Primitives” in Verilog. 
 

 
 

Example:  

                                                                                              
 module aoi_gate(o,a1,a2,b1,b2);                                                                        
input a1,a2,b1,b2; output o; 
wire o1,o2; 
and g1(o1,a1,a2) ;                                 
and g2(o2,b1,b2);  
nor g3(o,o1,o2); 
end module                                                                                             

 TRI-STATE GATES :Four types of tri-state buffers are available in Verilog as primitives 
 

 

 
 
When control = 1, 
 Out = in.  
When control = 0,  
Out is cut off from the input and tri-stated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ARRAY OF INSTANCES OF PRIMITIVES: The primitives available in Verilog can 

also be instantiated as arrays and the Syntax: is given as and gate[mm : nn](a, b, c); 



            For ex: and gate [7 : 4 ] (a, b, c); where a, b, and c are to be 4 bit vectors. 

 DESIGN OF FLIP-FLOPS WITH GATE PRIMITIVES: 
A Simple Latch : The design description of a simple latch formed with two NAND gates as 

follows 

 module sbrbff (sb,rb,q,qb); 
 input sb,rb; 

 output q,qb;  

nand(q,sb,qb);  
nand(qb,rb,q);  

endmodule 

 
 DELAYS: Verilog has the facility to account for different types of propagation delays of 

circuit elements. There are two types of delays1.Net delay 2.Gate delay 
 Net delay: A delay caused in establishing a connection and can be declared  as   

Wire #2 n1;              // n1 is declared as a net with a propagation delay of 2 time steps  
              Wire # (2, 1) nm;   //the positive (0 to 1) transition has a delay of 2 time steps 

                               //The negative (1 to 0) transition has a delay of 1 time step 

 

 Gate delay: It represents the delay caused in the gate and can be declared as  

and  #2 g1(c,a,b);// the delay for all the transitions through and gate is 2time steps 
and #(2, 1) (a, b, c); //(0 to 1) transition at the output has a delay of 2 time steps while the 

negative (1 to 0) transition has a delay of 1 time step. 

 Delays with Tri-state Gates: For tri-state gates the delays associated with the control signals 
can be different from those of the input as well as the output. 

 

                        
Delays are further classified as minimum, maximum, and typical   delays and are represents as  

                                                                
 STRENGTHS AND CONTENTION RESOLUTION: 

 
 

 

 

 

 Strength Contention: When two signals of opposite polarity and differing strengths drive a 

line, the output status is decided by the stronger signal. However, if the signals are of equal 



strength, the output is indeterminate. Different contention possibilities arise here Whenever 

there is a contention, the logic value of the output is decided by the stronger signal. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DESIGN OF BASIC CIRCUITS: 

Example ALU  The ALU considered carries out four functions:  
 Addition   of two 4-bit numbers.  

 Complementing all the bits   of a 4-bit vector.  

 Bit-by-bit AND operation on two nibbles.  

 Bit-by-bit XOR operation on two nibbles  
 

module add4g(sum,carry,a,b,cin); 

 input[3:0]a,b;  
input cin; 

 output[3:0]sum;  

output carry; wire [2:0]cc;  

fa a0(sum[0],cc[0],a[0],b[0],cin);  
fa a1(sum[1],cc[1],a[1],b[1],cc[0]);  

fa a2(sum[2],cc[2],a[2],b[2],cc[1]);  

fa a3(sum[3],carry,a[3],b[3],cc[2]);  
endmodule 

 

 module andg4(c,a,b);                                            module xorg(c,a,b);  
input[3:0]a,b;                                                          input[3:0]a,b; 

 output[3:0]c;                                                          output[3:0]c;  

and(c[0],a[0],b[0]);                                                wire [3:0]cc;  

and(c[1],a[1],b[1]);                                                xor x0(c[0],a[0],b[0]);  
 and(c[2],a[2],b[2]);                                               xor x1(c[1],a[1],b[1]);  

and(c[3],a[3],b[3]);                                                 xor x2(c[2],a[2],b[2]); 

endmodule                                                              xor x3(c[3],a[3],b[3]); 
                                                                                endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DATA FLOW LEVEL 

 
 MODELING AT DATA FLOW LEVEL: Dataflow modeling uses a number of operators 

that acts on operands to produce desired results .It uses continuous assignments and the 

keyword assign  

 
List of   verilog HDL Operators 

 

+ Binary addition 

- Binary Subtraction 

& Bit wise AND 

| Bit wise OR 

^ Bit wiseXOR 

~ Bit wise NOT 

= = Equality 

> Greater than 

< Lesser than  

{ } Concatenation 

?: Conditional 

 

 CONTINUOUS ASSIGNMENT STRUCTURES 

                         assign c = a && b; 

 Combining Assignment and Net Declarations: 

                           wire c;     assign c = a & b;  can be combined as   wire c = a & b; 

 Continuous Assignments and Strengths: 

                               wire (pull1, strong0)g = ~g1; 

 

 DELAYS AND CONTINUOUS ASSIGNMENTS: assign #2 c = a & b 

Concatenation of vectors: Concatenation operator provides a mechanism for 

appending multiple operands 
Example: {a, b, c}, {a (7:4), b(2:0)} ,{a, 3 {2{b , c}, d}} ,{a, b, c, b, c, d, b, c, b, c, d, b, c, b, c, d } 

 
 OPERATORS:  

  

 Unary Operators: Unary operators do an operation  

on a single operand and assign the result to the 
 Specified net 

 

 

 Binary Operators: A binary operator takes on two Operands. The operator comes in between 

the two Operands in the assignment. The binary operators are grouped into 

 

 Arithmetic operators and their symbols   
 

 

 

 

 

 Binary logical operators and their symbols  
 

 

 Relational operators and their symbols 
 



 Bit-wise logical operators and their symbols 

 

 

 

 Shift type operators and their symbols  

 

 

 

 Ternary operator: Ternary operators function on two operators and three operators 
             Ex: assign d = (f == add) ? (a+b) : ((f = sub) ? (a-b) : ((f==compl) ? ~a : ~b; 

 

 
Questions : 
 

 
1) Design full adder using half adder using gate level modeling?  

2) Explain delays with an example  

3) Explain net types  

4) Design d flip flop with gate primitives  

5) Explain tri state gates  

6)  Write the Verilog  program for 2 bit comparator in gate model?  

7) Write about continuous assignment structures  

8) Explain assignment to vectors  

 
Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  
 

1) Basic gates available as ready modules in verilog are called as Primitives 

2) Assign  statement is used to define various operations on signals and variables 
3) In verilog the system task used for controlling system is  

a) $display    b)  $monitor    c)  $finish    d)  All the above  

4) Symbol to define system task is 

a) /   b)  $   c)   #  d)  % 
5) Translation of  a code into hardware logic to realize the circuit is termed as Synthesis 

6) Simulation is the process of testing the functionality of a digital design 

7) The statements through which  we can describe predefined modules in verilog  is called Gate 

instantiations 
8) The keywords used to declare charge storage nets is  

a) Tri-reg    b)  Bufif 1  c)  Notif 0   d)  None 
9) Delays and storage times cannot be specified on  

a) Register  b) Nets   c)  Gate primitives   d)  All 

10) Dataflow modelling  uses operators and operands for designing circuit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit –III  
 

BEHAVIORAL MODELING  
Introduction, Operations and Assignments, Functional Bifurcation, Initial Construct, Always 

Construct, Examples, Assignments with Delays, Wait construct, Multiple Always Blocks, Blocking 

and Non blocking Assignments, The case statement, iƒ and iƒ-else constructs, Assign-de-assign 
construct, repeat construct, for loop , The disable construct, while loop, forever loop, Parallel blocks, 

Force-release, construct, Event 

 

Important Points / Definitions: 

 
 Behavioral level modeling constitutes design description at an abstract level. 

 The design description at the behavioral level is done through a sequence of assignments. 

These are called ‘procedural assignments’ and  are executed sequentially  in the same order 
as they appear in the design description 

 procedure-block :they are of two types ALWAYS,  INITIAL BLOCKS and their 

structure is given as 

 

 

                                       
           

 
 In any assignment statement the left-hand side has to be a storage type of element (and not a 

net). It can be a reg, integer, or real type of variable. The right-hand side can be a storage type 

of variable or a net.                                   

 INITIAL CONSTRUCT:A set of procedural assignments within an initial construct are 
executed only Once 

 More than one procedural assignment is to be carried out in an initial block. All such 

 assignments are grouped together between “begin” and “end” declarations. 

 begin –end constructs can be nested as many times as desired. 

 ALWAYS CONSTRUCT: The always process signifies activities to be executed on an 

“always basis.”  

 Any behavioral level design description is done using an always block. 

 The process has to be flagged off by an event or a change in a net or a reg. Otherwise 

it ends in a stalemate. 



 The process can have one assignment statement or multiple assignment statements.  

 
 Event control: The always block is executed repeatedly and endlessly. It is necessary to 

specify a condition or a set of conditions, which will stop the system to the execution of the 
block. Alternately such a flagging-off can be done by specifying an event preceded by the 

symbol “@”. For example 

              @(negedgeclk) :executes the following block at the negative edge of clk. 

              @(posedgeclk) : executes the following block at the positive edge of the clk. 

              @ clk: executes the following block at both the edges of clk. 

              @ (posedgeclk1 or negedgeclk2) : 

              @ (a or b or c) can also write as @ (a or b or c) @ (a, b, c)   

  
 ASSIGNMENTS WITH DELAYS: A variety of possibilities of specifying delays to 

assignments exist. 

 Inter-statement delay: Consider the assignment 

 always  #3 b = a;   which means activity to be done 3 ns later the assignment is scheduled to 

be repeated every 3 ns, irrespective of whether a changes in the Meantime    
Similarly for initial statement delay can be given as                                                             

initial 

begin #2a=0; end 

 Intra-statement delay: Consider the assignment  

always @(a or b)  

 c4 <= #3 a&b;   The always block is activated if a or b changes. (a&b) is evaluated 

immediately and scheduled for assignment to c4 with a delay of 3 ns. Without waiting for the 

assignment to take effect (i.e., at the same time step as the entry to the block), control is 
returned to the event control operator. Further changes to a or b – if any – are again taken  

consideration and are executed. 

 
 ZERO DELAY:   A delay of 0 ns  is called Zero delay and it does not really cause any delay  

Example: #0 c= a&b; 

 
 WAIT CONSTRUCT: The wait construct makes the simulator wait for the specified 

expression to be true before proceeding with the following assignment or group of 
assignments 

 for example : wait (clk) #2 a = b; the simulator waits for the clock to be high and then assigns b to a 

 
 BLOCKING AND NONBLOCKING ASSIGNMENTS: 

 All assignment within an initial or an always block done through an equality (“=”) operator. 

These are executed sequentially. Such assignments block the execution of the following lot of 

assignments at any time step. Hence they are called “blocking assignments”. 

  If the assignments are to be effected concurrently A facility called the “  assignment” is 

available for such situations. The symbol “<=” signifies a non-blocking assignment. The 

main characteristic of a non blocking assignment is that its execution is concurrent 

Example 

       1)A <= B; // Here two statements are executed concurrently and A, B values will be swapped  
          B <= A ;// These are non blocking statements 

       2) A = B; // These are blocking statements 

           B = A ; // here sequentially executed so A, B will have same value 



 THE case STATEMENT: The case statement is an elegant and simple construct for multiple 

branching in a module. The  are  case, endcase, and default are associated with the case 
construct.  

 Syntax  of the case construct is  

 Case (expression)  

 Ref1 : statement1;  

 Ref2 : statement2;   
Ref3 : statement3;  .. .  . . .  

 

 default: statement;  
 endcase   

 

If the evaluated value matches ref1, statement1 is executed; and the simulator exits 
the block; Else expression is compared with ref2 and in case of a match, statement2 

is executed, and so on. If none of the ref1, ref2, etc., matches the value of 

expression, the default statement is executed. A statement or a group of statements is 

executed if and only if there is an exact – bit by bit – match between the evaluated 
expression and the specified ref1, ref2, etc.   

 Example : ALU Implementation using case statement 

module alubeh (c,s,a,b,f);  

output[3:0]c;  
output s; 

 input [3:0]a,b; 

 input[1:0]f; 
 reg s;   reg[3:0]c;  

always@(a or b or f) 

  begin  

case(f)  
 2'b00: c=a+b; //any number of signal combinations can be included depending on  

 2'b01: c=a-b; // the size of bits taken 

  2'b10: c=a&b;  
 2'b11: c=a|b;  

default: begin // only one default statement 

  $display ("error"); o=4'hxxxx;   end 

endcase  
end  

 endmodule    

 

 Advantage of  case is instead of going through all the statements ,it goes directly to 

the statement satisfying the conditions specified and executes it  

 Casez & casex  The case  statement has two variants where some of the bits of the 

case expression can be selectively treated as don’t cares – that is, ignored.  

Casez allows z to be treated as a don‘t care. ―? character also can be used in place 
of z. 

 casex treats x or z as a don‘t care 

 

 IF AND IF-ELSE CONSTRUCTS: The if construct checks a specific condition and decides 
execution based on the result.  

assignment1;  if (condition)  

assignment2;  
 assignment3; 

 IF–ELSE CONSTRUCT.  

 assignment1;  
 if(condition)  



begin // Alternative 1  

 assignment2;  
 end  

 else  

begin //alternative 2  

assignment3;  
 end  

 assignment4; 

 Example: Counter using if-else 

module countif(a,clk);  
output[7:0]a;  

input clk; 

 reg[7:0]a,n; 
 initial 

 begin  

n=8'h0a; 

 a=8'b00000000;  
 #45 n=8'h23;  

end  

always@(posedge clk)  
begin  

 $write ("time=%0d ",$time); 

 if(a==n) a=8'h00;  
else a=a+1'b1;  

 end    endmodule   

 

 ASSIGN–DEASSIGN CONSTRUCT: Consider the statements 

Always  

Begin  

 @(posedge clk)  

assign c = d;  

 @(negedge clk) 

 deassign c;   end 

 Here at the positive edge of clk, c is assigned the value of d in a continuous manner and at 

the following negative edge of clk, the continuous assignment to c is removed 

 

 REPEAT CONSTRUCT: The repeat construct is used to repeat a specified block a specified 

number of times.  

 repeat (a)  

begin  

 assignment1; 

 assignment2;…  

 end 

 

 FOR LOOP: Here  if the expression evaluates to the true state  statement will be executed 

else if expression evaluates to the false state (0), exit the loop. 

for (assignment1; expression; assignment 2)  

 Statement; 

Example: ADDER 

module addfor(s,co,a,b,cin,en); 

 output[7:0]s;  



output co; 

 input[7:0]a,b;  

input en,cin;  

reg[8:0]c;   reg co;   reg[7:0]s;    integer i;     

always@( posedge en )  

begin  

c[0] =cin;  

for(i=0;i<=7;i=i+1) 

 begin   

{c[i+1],s[i]}=(a[i]+b[i]+c[i]); 

 end  

co=c[8];  

 end  endmodule 

 

 THE DISABLE CONSTRUCT: The disable statement terminates a named block or task. 

Control is transferred to the statement immediately following the block 

Example: 

always@(posedge en) 

 begin:OR_gate  

b=1'b0;  

for(i=0;i<=3;i=i+1) 

 if(a[i]==1'b1) 

 begin 

 b=1'b1;  

disable OR_gate;   

end  end 

while LOOP :  If the expression evaluates to true, execution of statement (block of 

statements) is repeated. Thus the loop is terminated and broken only if the expression 

evaluates to false.    

 

The format for the while loop is shown is  

while (expression) 

 statement ;   

Example: 

while(a)  

 begin  

 b=1'b1;  

 @(posedge clk)  

 a=a-1'b1; 

 end  

 b=1'b0; 

 FOREVER LOOP: Repeated execution of a block in an endless manner is best done with 

the forever loop  

Example: always @(posedge en) 

 Forever #2 clk=~clk; 

 



 PARALLEL BLOCKS: All the procedural assignments within a  fork-join are executed 

concurrently where as  the assignments that in begin–end block are executed sequentially.  

One can use a fork join block within a begin–end block or vice versa.  

Example: 

module fk_jn_b; 

 integer a;  

 initial  

fork  

a=0;  

#1 a=1;  

 #2 a=2;   

#3 a=3; 

 #4 $stop;  

Join 

 initial  

$monitor ("a=%0d, t=%0d",a,$time);  

endmodule   

 

 FORCE–RELEASE CONSTRUCT: The force–release construct is for ―short time 

assignments in a test-bench. When debugging a design with a number of instantiations, one 

may be stuck with an unexpected behavior in a localized area. In such cases suspect blocks 

may be isolated, tested, and debugged . The force–release construct is for such a localized 

isolation for a limited period.   

Example:  

force a = 1'b0; //   forces the variable a to take the value 0. 

  #6 release a;   

 

 EVENT : The keyword event allows an abstract event to be declared. The event is not a data 

type with any specific values; it is not a variable (reg) or a net. It signifies a change that can 

be used as a trigger to communicate between modules or to synchronize events in different 

modules.   

 . . .  event change;  . . .   

always  . . .  . . . 

.always@change 

 

 SIMULATION FLOW: 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:.always@change


 

Questions: 

1) Explain the difference between blocking and non blocking assignments  

2) Explain repeat construct  

3) Explain design at behavioral levels  

4) Explain if and else if constructs  

5) Explain case statement with a program  

6) Write about simulation flow?  
7) Explain about multiple always blocks 

8) Explain behavioral modeling with an example 
 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  
1) The event based flagging of a block is applicable only to ------block 

a) Initial        b) always         c) begin      d) case 

2) -----statement is a simple construct in a module for multiple branching 

a) For   b) while    c)  forever       d)  case    

3) The delay which evaluates the right side expression immediately and assigns the result after 

the delay 

a) Intra assignment b) inter assignment  c) combinational assignment d) procedural assignment 

4) Fork-join  block executes all the assignments concurrently 

5) The assignments which are executed concurrently are termed as NON BLOCKING 

assignments 

6) The event queue that are used to schedule events is called as Stratified event 

7) WAIT construct is used to suspend an activity until an expression is true 

8) The construct to terminate the block of statements with a specified name is disable construct 

9) Forever loop is the repeated execution of a block in an endless manner 

10) The statements within the keywords begin –end are executed Sequentially 

11) Force-release constructs appear only in Stimulus  block 

12) Always and Initial are the procedural blocks used in behavioral modeling 



UNIT – IV     

 

SWITCH LEVEL MODELLING  Basic Transistor Switches, Cmos Switch, Bidirectional 

Gates, Time Delays With Switch Primitives, Instantiations With Strengths And Delays, 

Strength Contention With Trireg Nets   

SYSTEM TASKS, FUNCTIONS, AND COMPILER DIRECTIVES  Parameters, Path 

Delays, Module Parameters, System Tasks and Functions, File-Based Tasks and Functions, 

Compiler Directives, Hierarchical Access, User-Defined Primitives 

 

 Switch level modeling :Verilog has the provision to do the design description at the switch 

level using  MOS transistors  

 Switch level modeling forms the basic level of modeling digital circuits. The 

switches are available as primitives in Verilog 

 Different switch primitives are available in Verilog 

  nmos switch primitives and its syntax is nmos (out, in, control); 

  pmos switch primitives and its syntax is  pmos (out, in, control); 

 

 Resistive Switches: nmos and pmos represent switches of low impedance in the on-state.  

 rnmos and rpmos represent the resistive counterparts of these respectively.  

 It inserts a definite resistance between the input and the output signals but retains the 

signal value 

 The rpmos and rnmos switches function as unidirectional switches and the signal 

flow is from the input to the output side. 

 The syntax of resistive switches is 

rnmos (output1, input1, control1);  

rpmos (output2, input2, control2);  

 pullup and pulldown: A MOS transistor functions as a resistive element when in the active 

state pullup and pulldown represent such resistive elements.   

 The pullup and pulldown primitives can be used as loads for switches or to connect 

the unused input ports to VCC or GND, respectively.   

 Example:   

pullup (x);   

              Here net x is pulled up to the supply1 through a   resistance.    

              pulldown(y);   

              pulls y down to the supply0 level through a resistance.    

 

 CMOS SWITCH  :  A CMOS switch is formed by connecting a PMOS and an NMOS 

switch in parallel – the input leads are connected together on the one side and the output leads 

are connected together on the other side.   

The CMOS switch syntax is given as  

                   cmos csw (out, in, N_control, P_control );   

 BI-DIRECTIONAL GATES  :  Verilog has a set of primitives for bi-directional switches as 

well. They connect the nets on either side when ON and isolate them when OFF. The signal 

flow can be in either direction   

 tran and rtran :  The tran gate is a bi-directional gate of two ports. When 

instantiated, it connects the two ports directly. Its syntax is   



               tran (s1, s2);  //     here connects the signal lines s1 and s2.  Either  line can be input, 

inout or output.  rtran is  the resistive counterpart of tran.   

 

 tranif1 and rtranif1 : 

 tranif1 is a bi-directional switch turned ON/OFF through a control line(c). It is in the 

ON-state when the control signal is at 1 (high) state   

                tranif1 (s1, s2, c );   

 tranif0 and rtranif0  

 tranif0 and rtranif0 are again bi-directional switches. The switch is OFF if the control 

line is in the 1 state, and it is ON when the control line is in the 0 state.   

              tranif0 (s1, s2, c); 

 TIME DELAYS WITH SWITCH PRIMITIVES   

 nmos g1 (out, in, ctrl );   

                  has no delay associated with it. The instantiation   

 nmos (delay1) g2 (out, in, ctrl );   

                 has delay1 as the delay for the output to rise, fall, and turn OFF.    

 nmos (delay_r, delay_f) g3 (out, in, ctrl );              

 has delay_r as the rise-time for the  output. delay_f is the fall-time for the output. 

The  turn-off time is zero.    

 nmos (delay_r, delay_f, delay_o) g4 (out, in, ctrl );              

has delay_r as the rise-time for  the output. delay_f is the fall-time for the output 

delay_o   is the time to turn OFF when the control signal ctrl goes from 0 to 1.   

 Bi-directional switches do not delay transmission – their rise- and fall-times are zero. 

They can have only turn-on and turn-off delays associated with them.    

 tran has no delay associated with it.   

                                  tranif1 (delay_r, delay_f) g5 (out, in, ctrl );   

                          When control changes from 0 to 1, the switch turns on with a delay of delay_r. When      

                          control changes from 1 to 0, the switch turns off with a delay of delay_f.                    

                           

                                   transif1 (delay0) g2 (out, in, ctrl );   

                           represents an instantiation with delay0 as the delay for the switch to turn on when     

                           control changes from 0 to 1, with the same delay for it to turn off when control   

                           changes from 1 to 0   
 

 INSTANTIATIONS WITH STRENGTHS AND DELAYS  : 

                        nmos (strong1, strong0) (delay_r, delay_f, delay_o ) gg (s1, s2, ctrl) ;      

                  rnmos, pmos, and rpmos switches too can be instantiated in the general form in  the  same   

                  manner. The  general instantiation for the bi-directional gates too can be  done similarly.      
   

 STRENGTH CONTENTION WITH TRIREG NETS : 



 nets declared as trireg can have capacitive storage. Such storage can be assigned one 

of three strengths – large, medium, or small.    

 Driving such a net from different sources can lead to contention   

 

 PARAMETERS  :  Constants signifying timing values, ranges of variables, wires, etc., can 

be specified in terms of assigned names. Such assigned names are called parameters.    

             Two types of parameters are of use in modules   

 Parameters related to timings, time delays, rise and fall times, etc., are technology 

specific and used during simulation. Parameter values can be assigned or overridden 

with the keyword ―specparam.   

 Parameters related to design, bus width, and register size are of a different category. 

They are related to the size or dimension of a specific design; they are technology-

independent. Assignment or overriding is with assignments following the keyword 

―defparam. 

 PATH DELAYS:  Verilog has the provision to specify and check delays associated with total 

paths – from any input to any output of a module. Such paths and delays are at the chip or 

system level. They are referred to as ―module path delays.   

 Specify Blocks :     Module paths are specified and values assigned to their delays   through 

specify  blocks. They are used to specify rise time, fall   time, path delays pulse widths.  

specify  

 specparam rise_time = 5, fall_time = 6;   

 (a =>b) = (rise_time, fall_time);   

 (c => d) = (6, 7);   

                                  endspecify 

 Module Paths  : Module paths can be specified in different ways inside a specify block. The 

simplest has the form   

A*>B  //A is the source and B is the destination.    

Example: 

specify    

    (a,b*>s)=1;      (a,b*>ca)=2;   

 endspecify    

 

 Conditional Pin-to-Pin Delays  :   The pin to pin path of a signal may change depending on 

the value of another signal; in turn the number of circuit elements in the alternate path may 

differ.   

 specify  

 if(f==2'b00)(a=>d)=1;   

  if(f >2'b00)(a=>d)=2;    

 (b,cci*>co)=1;      

 endspecify 

 MODULE PARAMETERS  : Module parameters are associated with size of bus, register, 

memory, ALU, and so on. They can be specified within the concerned module but their value 

can be altered during instantiation. The alterations can be brought about through assignments 

made with defparam. Such defparam assignments can appear anywhere in a module.   

 SYSTEM TASKSANDFUNCTIONS  : $ sign preceding a word or a word group signifies a 

system task or a system function   



 Output Tasks :  $monitor and $display  

 Display Tasks : $display, $write, $strobe , $monitor  

    The $display task, whenever encountered, displays  the arguments in the desired 

format; and the display advances to a new line. 

 $write task carries out the desired display but does not advance to the new line   

$strobe Task :  When a variable or a set of variables is sampled and its value displayed, the 

$strobe task can be used; it senses the value of the specified variables and displays them.    

$monitor Task : $monitor task is activated and displays the arguments specified whenever 

any of the arguments changes   

 $stop and $finish Tasks  

               $stop: The $stop task suspends simulation.   

              $finish:  $finish stops simulation, closes the simulation environment, and   reverts to      

                    the operating system.   

$random Function  :  One can start with a seed number (optional) and generate a random 

number repeatedly. Such random number sequences can be fruitfully used for testing.   

 

 FILE-BASED TASKS AND FUNCTIONS : 

To carry out any file-based task, the file has to be opened, reading, writing, etc., completed 

and the file closed. The keywords for all file-based tasks start with the letter f . 

 The respective keywords to output to the file are  

$fdisplay, $fstrobe, $fmonitor.   

   

 COMPILER DIRECTIVES  : 

 They allow for macros, inclusion of files, and timescale-related parameters for simulation. 

All compiler directives are preceded by the `‘.   

 `define Directive :  The `define directive is used to define and associate the desired 

text with the macro name   

               Example:  `define add 2'b00   

 Time-Related Tasks: The `timescale compiler directive allows the time scale to be 

specified for the design. The `timescale directive has two components   

Example:  `timescale 1 ms/100 μs  

 HIERARCHICAL ACCESS  : A Verilog design will normally have a module or two at the 

apex level. A number of modules and UDPs will be instantiated within it.   

Example:  $display("fad.a = %0d, fad.b = %0d, fad.fad = %0d", fad.a,fad.b,fad.fad);    

 

 USER-DEFINED PRIMITIVES (UDP)  : Verilog has the provision for the user to define 

primitives – called ―user defined primitive (UDP) and use them.    

 A UDP can be defined anywhere in a source text and instantiated in any of the 

modules. Their definition is in the form of a table in a specific format.   

  UDPs are basically of two types – combinational and sequential. A combinational 

UDP is used to define a combinational scalar function and a sequential UDP for a 

sequential function 

 Combinational UDPs  :  A combinational UDP accepts a set of scalar inputs and gives a 

scalar output. An inout declaration is not supported by a UDP.    

 The UDP definition is on par with that of a module; that is, it is defined 

independently like a  module and can be used in any other module 

 Example: 



   primitive udp_and (out, in1, in2);  

output out;  

input in1, in2;  

table 

 // In1   In2   : Out 

     0        0    :    0;  

     0        1    :    0;  

     1        0    :    0;  

     1        1    :    1; 

 endtable 

 endprimitive 

 

 Sequential UDPs  :  Any sequential circuit has a set of possible states. When it is in one of 

the specified states, the next state to be taken is described as a function of the input logic 

variables and the present state A sequential UDP can accommodate all these.   

 Example:  

 Primitive dff_pos(q,din,clk,clr);   

 Output q;   

 input din,clk,clr;   

 reg q;   

      table    

                //   din   clk    clr :  qp   qn    

                        0     (01)   0 :  ? :    0; // state of the output, at the   

                        1     (01)   0:   ? :    1; // positive edge of clk input    

                        ?     (10)    0: ?  :  - -; // value is latched and         

                       end table     

                      end primitive    

 

Questions: 

1) Explain basic transistor switches.  

2) Explain CMOS switches  

3) Write the Verilog code  for  CMOS NOR in switch level model  

4)  What are user defined primitives  
5)   Explain path delays  

6)  Explain conditional pin-to-pin delays 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  
1) Module path can be specified in a Specify block as  

a) Simple path    b) Edge sensitive path   c)  State dependent path  d) All the above 

2) IN out  deceleration is not supported by UDP  

3) Low impedance  switches in the ON state are 

a) NMOS   b)  PMOS  c)  BOTH   d)   NONE 

4) The switch in which the output signal strength is less than input signal strength is 

a) rtran  b)  tran   c) transif 1      d) None 

5) MOS transistors function as a resistive element in active state 



6) rnmos and rpmos are the switches which reduce signal strength in ON state 

7) The parameter values can be overridden by using -------------------assignment 

a) Def param   b)  Spec param  c)  local param  d) None 

8) The parameter value cannot be overridden if it is assigned through a keyword Local param 

9) NET  delay is the value that is caused in establishing a connection 

10) Memory can be built using RAM cells 

11) DEFINE directive is to capable of substituting digits with text 

12) The time scale for a module can be specified by using  ‘timescale directive 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                         Unit- V 

 Sequential Models – Feedback Model, Capacitive Model, Implicit Model, Basic Memory, Components, 

Functional Register, Static Machine Coding, Sequential Synthesis, Component Test and Verification: Test 

bench – Combinational Circuit Testing, Sequential Circuit, Testing, Test bench Techniques, Design 

Verification, Assertion Verification. 

 

 Sequential Models: In digital circuits, storage of data is done either by feedback, or by gate 

capacitances that are refreshed frequently. 

 
 

 Implicit model :  Feedback and capacitive models discussed above are technology depend-

ent, and they have the problem of being too detailed and thus too slow to simulate. Verilog 

also offers language constructs that model storage elements at more abstract levels than the 

previous models. Such modelings are tech-nology independent and allow much more efficient 

simulation of circuits with a large number of storage elements. Figure shows an SR-latch 

model without gate level details 

 
Because gate and transistor details of models at the block diagram level are not known, 

Verilog provides timing check constructs for ensuring cor-rect operation of this level of 

modeling. The sections that follow present lan-guage constructs for feedback modeling of 

storage elements, but concentrate on the more abstract models in which storage is implied by 

the Verilog code.   

 Basic Memory Components: 

 



 

 Gate level primitives :  Figure  shows a cross-coupled NOR structure that forms a 1-bit storage 

element. In this circuit storage is due to the feedback from q back to g1. This memory element is the 

base of most static memory components. Adding control gates and a clock input results in a clocked 

SR-latch 

 

                                                                                                      

module latch (input s, r, output q, q_b );  

             nor #(4) g1 ( q_b, s, q ), g2 ( q, r, q_b );  

             endmodule 

 

The q and q_b out-puts are driven by two NOR gates, and are therefore initially X. The out-puts remain at this 

ambiguous state for as long as s and r remain 0. After a delay of 4 ns after s becomes 1, q becomes 1 and after 

another 4 ns delay, q_b becomes0. Simultaneous assertion of both inputs results in loss ofmemory.    

 Behavioral memory elements :  The previous sections showed Verilog models for latches and flip-

flops by explicit use of feedback or present and next states. Such a model cor-responds to the actual 

hardware implementing a memory element, and has the potential of having all gate level delays 

specified.  A more abstract and easier way of writing Verilog code for a latch or flip-flop is by 

behavioral coding. This way, the storage of data and its sensitivity to its clock and other control inputs 

will be implied in the way model is written.   

 Flip-flop modeling: This model is sensitive to the pos-itive edge of the clock, and uses 

nonblocking assignments for assign-ments to q and q_b.    

Example: `timescale 1ns/100ps 

module d_ff (input d, clk, output reg q, q_b );  



always @( posedge clk ) 

 begin 

 q   <= #4  d; 

 q_b <= #3 ~d;  

end endmodule 

 

Flow into the procedural block is controlled by the event control statement that has posedge clk as its 

event expression. Assignments to q and q_b are reached immediately after the flow in the always block 

begins. As shown, the actual assignment  of values to q and q_b are delayed by 4 and 3 ns, 

respectively. With each clock edge, the entire procedural block is executed once from begin to end. 

 

 Flip-flop with set-reset control: The style presented in d_ff can be expanded to cover flip-

flops with synchronous and asyn-chronous set and reset control inputs. The Verilog code is a 

D-type flip-flop with synchronous set and reset (s and r) inputs. 

               Example:   DFF with synchronous modeling 

                    `timescale 1ns/100ps 

module d_ff_sr_Synch (input d, s, r, clk, output reg q, q_b );  

always @(posedge clk)  

begin 
 if( s ) 

 begin 

 q <= #4 1'b1; 

 q_b <= #3 1'b0;  

end  

else 

 if( r )  

begin  

q <= #4 1'b0; 

 q_b <= #3 1'b1;  

end  

else  
begin  

q <= #4 d; 

 q_b <= #3 ~d;  

end   end       endmodule 

 

Here a single always statement is used for describing the d_ff_sr_Synch module. The flow into the always block 

is only initiated by the posedge of clk. Therefore, the if-statements with s and r conditions are only examined 

after the positive edge of the clock. This behavior is in accordance with synchronicity of s and r control inputs. 

 

Example: DFF with Asynchronous modeling 

`timescale 1ns/100ps  
module d_ff_sr_Asynch (input d, s, r, clk, output reg q, q_b );  

always @( posedge clk, posedge s, posedge r )  

begin 

 if( s ) 

 begin 

 q <= #4 1'b1;  

q_b <= #3 1'b0;  

end 

 else 

 if( r )  

begin 
 q <= #4 1'b0; 

 q_b <= #3 1'b1; 

 end  



else  

begin  

q <= #4 d; 

 q_b <= #3 ~d;  

end    end      endmodule 

 
Here  the sensitivity list of the always block in the d_ff_sr_Asynch module includes posedge s and posedge  r as 

well as posedge clk. Inclusion of posedge s and posedge r enables flow into the always block when clock 

changes to1or when s or r become active. The arrangement of if conditions and this sensitivity makes this model 

a positive edge trigger with asynchronous set and reset control inputs.   

 

 Functional Registers :  A register is defined as a group of flip-flops with a common clock. The term 

register also applies to a group of latches latches can be grouped  by its size, e.g., octal latch, or nibble 

latch. We define a functional register as a group of flip-flops with a common clock and with some 

functionality, such as counting and shifting. Styles used for Verilog coding of functional registers are 

similar to those of flip-flops and registers . The difference is the added arithmetic or logical 

functionality to the code of functional registers. 

 

 Shift registers  : Coding shift registers in Verilog is very similar to registers of the previous 

section. The addition of shift operations to these styles will be discussed here. Several shift 

register examples in this section take advantage of shift operators and concatenation. 

 Basic shifter: Shown in Fig. is a 4-bit shift register withload, reset, and shift capabilities. The 
l_r input controls left or right shift-ing. In either case, the vacated bit will be filled with the 

contents of s_in serial input.  . As shown, all shift register operations are synchronized with 

the positive edge of the circuit clock. The active high rst input causes 4'b0000 to be loaded 

into the q output. The ld input performs parallel loading of d into q. If neither rst nor ld are 

active, l_r determines left or right shifting. Left shifting is performed by concatenating s_in to 

the right of q[2:0] form-ing a 4-bit vector that is clocked into q[3:0]. Similarly, for right 

shifting, a 4-bit vector is formed by concatenating s_in to the left of q[3:1]. In this case s_in 

goes into q[3], and q[3], q[2], and q[1] go into q[2], q[1], and q[0], respectively, causing the 

right shifting of q. All operations of this circuit are done in an always block that is sensitive to 
the positive edge of the circuit clock. A nesting of if-else statements handles assignments to 

the q output. The last else covers all conditions not mentioned in the previ-ous if statements. 

This technique guarantees that all conditions are taken care of by the if statement, and leaves 

no room for ambiguities. 

 
 
 



VERILOG CODE FOR BASIC SHIFT REGISTER: 

`timescale 1ns/100ps   
module shift_reg (input [3:0] d, input clk, ld, rst, l_r, s_in, output reg [3:0] q); 

  always @( posedge clk )  

begin 

 if( rst )  
 #5 q <= 4’b0000;  

else  

if( ld ) 
 #5 q <= d;  

else if( l_r ) 

 #5 q <= {q[2:0], s_in}; 
 else   

#5 q <= {s_in, q[3:1]};  

end endmodule 

 

 Universal shift register: The Verilog code of a universal shift register with bidirectional io. 

The circuit has s1, s0 inputs forming a 2-bit number ranging from 3 to 0. The shifter does 

nothing, shifts right, shifts left, or performs a parallel load depending on the value of {s1, s0}. 

The synchronous rst input resets the shifter.  Because this circuit has a bidirectional inout 
port, we have declared q_int to hold the shift register output at all times. Inside an always 

block that is sensitive to the positive edge of the clock, assignments to q_int take place. If rst 

is1, this variable is set to 0. Otherwise, a case  statement uses {s1, s0} to decide value 
assigned to q_int. The case statement uses the default alternative to cover {s1, s0} of 2’b00 

and all possible ambiguous values. This default alternative is like the else of the previous 

example, which guarantees that all conditions areaccounted for.  The ionet is the bidirectional 

port of this shift register. When {s1, s0} is 2’b11 (parallel loading the shiftregister), io is read 
and put into q_int. For outputting through io, an assign statement assigns q_int or eight Zs to 

this bidirectional bus. Ifenis 1 q_intis put oni0, and if it is 0,8’bZdrives io. An external device 

wanting to drive io from outside of this module can only do so when en is 0. 
 

VERILOG CODE FOR UNIVERSAL SHIFT REGISTER: 

 

`timescale 1ns/100ps  

 module shift_reg (input clk, rst, r_in, l_in, en, s1, s0, inout [7:0] io);   

reg [7:0] q_int;  assign io = (en) ? q_int : 8’bz;  
always @( posedge clk ) 

 begin  

if( rst ) 
  #5 q_int = 8’b0;  

else   

case ( {s1,s0} )  
 2’b01 : // Shift right  

 q_int <= { r_in, q_int[7:1] }; 

 2’b10 : // Shift left   

q_int <= { q_int[6:0], l_in };  
2’b11 : // Parallel load 

 q_int = io;   

default : // Do nothing 
q_int <= q_int; 

 endcase   

end  endmodule   

 



 State Machine Coding :  Coding styles presented so far can further be generalized to cover 

finite state machines of any type. This section shows coding for Moore and Mealy state 
machines. The examples discussed are  simple sequence detectors 

 

 Moore machines  : A Moore machine is a state machine in which all outputs are fully syn-

chronized with the circuit clock. In the state diagram form, each state of the machine specifies 

its output(s) independent of circuit inputs. In the Verilog code of a Moore state machine, only 
circuit state variables participate in the output expression of the circuit.    

Example: 

A 101 Moore sequence detector with its  block diagram  to its Verilog coding.  
The machine searches for 101 on its input and when received, the output of the cir-cuit 

becomes 1 and remains at this level for a complete clock period. As shown in the state 

diagram, when the machine reaches the got101 state, its output becomes 1.  The block 
diagram of the Verilog coding that will be used for this machine is also shown An always 

block that handles state transitions and clocking generates current state of the machine. This 

variable is used by an assign statement that generates the z output of the circuit.   

 
module Detector110 (input a, clk, reset, output w); 

 parameter [1:0] s0=2'b00, s1=2'b01, s2=2'b10, s3=2'b11;  

reg [1:0] current;  
always @(posedge clk)  

begin if (reset)  

current = s0;  

else 
 case (current)  

s0: 

 if (a)  
current <= s1; 

 else 

 current <= s0; 
 s1: 

 if (a) 

 current <= s2; 

 else 
 current <= s0; 

 s2:  

if (a) 
 current <= s2; 

 else 

 current <= s3;  
s3: 

 if (a)  

current <= s1; 

 else 
 current <= s0; 

 endcase end 



 assign w = (current == s3) ? 1 : 0;  

endmodule 
 

 Mealy machines:  A Mealy machine is different from a Moore machine in that its output(s) 

depend on its current state and inputs while in that state. State transitions, clocking, and 

resetting the machine are not different from those of a Moore machine, and the same coding 

techniques are used for describing them 

 

                                
Example: 

 101 Mealy sequence detector  This circuit has a synchronous rst input that resets the machine 

to its reset state. A 2-bit localparam construct is used for defining the states of this machine. 

Because the machine has three states and two state variables are used to represent them, one 
combination (i.e., 11) of the state variables becomes unused. As in the previous example, the 

default in the case statement of this Verilog code handles this unspecified combination and 

ambiguous values that may appear on current. Each state is specified by a case alternative of a 
case statement for which current is its case expression. Transitions to the next states of the 

machine are handled by if-else statements. The output of the machine is set to 1 using an 

assign statement that uses a conditional expression on its right-hand side. This conditional 
expression uses the circuit input as well as the current state of the machine.   

 

 Test bench :  Verilog simulation environments provide tools for graphical or textual display 

of simulation results. Some simulation environments go further, and provide graphical tools 
for editing input test data to a design module that is being tested. Such tools are referred to as 

waveform editors, and are usually good for small designs. They become too complex to use 

for a design with many busses and control signals. Another problem with waveform editors is 
that each simulation environment uses a different procedure for waveform editing, and 

moving from one simulator to another requires relearning a whole new set of procedures.  

This problem can be alleviated by use of Verilog test benches.  
 

 

o Verilog test bench is a Verilog module that instantiates an MUT, applies data to it, 

and monitors its output. Because a test bench is in Verilog, it can go from one 
simulation environment to another. A module and its corresponding test bench form a 

simulation model in which MUT is tested for the same input data regardless of what 

simulation environment is used.  To facilitate development of test benches, some 
simulation environments provide test bench tools that automatically generate a 

template test bench. Such tools also provide ways of inserting templates for 

generation of test data for applying them to MUT. Using templates is help-ful, but a 



designer must understand test benches and language constructs that are used for 

testing a design module.   
 Combinational circuit testing :  Developing a test bench for a combinational circuit is 

straight forward, however selection of data and how much testing should be done depends on 

the MUT and its functionality.  presented a simple arithmetic logical unit (ALU) (Fig. 4.63) 

that we use here to test. Module header and declarations of its ports are repeated in Fig. 6.1 
for reference. The alu_4bit module is a four func-tion ALU. Data inputs are a and b, and its 

function input is f. In addi-tion to its y data output, the ALU generates parity (p), overflow 

(ov), and compare outputs.  A testbench for alu_4bit is shown in Fig. 6.2. Variables 
correspon-ding to inputs and outputs of the module under test are declared in the testbench. 

Variables connecting to the inputs are declared as reg and outputs as wire. Instantiation of 

alu_4bit shown in the testbench asso-ciates local regs and wires with the ports of this module.  
Variables that are associated with the inputs of alu_4bit have been given initial values when 

declared. Application of data to the b data input and oe output-enable of ALU are done in an 

initial statement. For the first 60 ns every 20 ns, a new value is assigned to b. The initial block 

then waits for 80 ns, disables the ALU output by setting oe to 0, and after 20 ns it finishes the 
simulation. This last 20 ns wait, allows effects of the last input change to be shown in 

simulation results.  Application of data to the f input of alu_4bit is done in an always state-

ment. Starting with the initial value of 0, f is increment by 1 every 23 ns. The $finish 
statement in the initial block of the testbench is reached at 160 ns. At this time all active 

procedural blocks stop and simulation terminates. Figure 6.3 shows simulation results of the 

alu_4bit module. Throughout the simulation a remains  constant, and b changes from 6 to B 
and then to E at 40 ns. The f function input changes every 23 ns causing various ALU 

functions to be examined. At 140 ns, oe changes to 0, causing the y output become Z.    

 

 Sequential circuit testing :  Testing sequential circuits involves synchronization of circuit 
clock with other data inputs. 

Example: 

module #(parameter [3:0] poly=0) misr (input clk, rst, input [3:0] d_in, output reg [3:0] d_out ); 
  always @( posedge clk ) 

 if( rst )   

d_out =4’b0000;   

else 
  d_out = d_in ^ ({4{d_out[0]}} & poly) ^ {1’b0,d_out[3:1]};   

endmodule   

 

 Test bench: 

module test_misr; reg clk=0, rst=0; reg [3:0] d_in; wire [3:0] d_out;  misr #(4’b1100) MUT ( 

clk, rst, d_in, d_out ); 

  initial 
 begin  

 #13 rst=1’b1; 

 #19 d_in=4’b1000; 

 #31 rst=0’b0; 
 #330 $finish; 

 end  always  

#37 d_in = d_in + 3;   
always #11 clk = ~clk;   

endmodule   

As shown starting at 40 ns with this and every positive edge of clk, a new signature is 
generated in misr. Since prior to time 80 ns, misr is reset to0, the first signature that happens 

at 80 ns is the same as d_in.   

  



 Design Verification:  Stimuli generation and response analysis require significant efforts on 

the part of a hardware designer. Learning correct test techniques is good, but automation of 
either of these procedures will be very useful for a design engineer.  

  Formal verification is a way of automating design verification by eliminating test benches 

and problems associated with their data generation and response observation. In formal 

verification, a designer writes properties to check his or her design. Formal verification tools 

do not per-form simulation, but come up with a Yes/No answer for every property the design 
is being checked for. Although this method of design verification helps discover many design 

errors, most designs still need testbench  development and simulation for validating that their 

Verilog code indeed functions as expected. In other words, an all ―Yes‖ answers to design 
properties checked by formal verification tools is still not enough.  Instead of eliminating data 

generation and response observation (like the formal verification tools), a step in the direction 

of automating design validation is to reduce or eliminate efforts needed for analyzing output 
responses. For this purpose assertion verification is used. Assertion ver-ification adds 

monitors to a design to improve its observability. While the design is being simulated with its 

testbench data, assertion moni-tors that represent certain design properties continuously check 

for cor-rect design behavior by validating these properties. If the simulation data leads into 
conditions that indicate to an assertion monitor that the design is misbehaving, the monitor is 

said to fire to alert the designer of the problem.  As mentioned, we still need to develop a 

testbench and careful plan-ning of test inputs for the design being tested is needed in assertion 
ver-ification. But, in many cases, assertions automatically check to make sure events that 

occur in the design are as expected. This significantly reduces the need for processing long 

output lists or waveforms.   
 Assertion Verification :  Unlike simulation that a testbench or a human has to interpret the 

results, in assertion verification, in-code monitors take the responsibility of issuing a message 

if something happens that is not expected. In Verilog, these monitors are modules, and they 

are instantiated in a design to check for certain design properties. Instantiating an assertion 
module is not to be regarded as instantiation of a hardware module. Instead, this kind of 

instantiation is more like an always-active procedure that continuously checks for events in 

the design module.  The present set of assertion monitors are available in a library that is 
referred to as open verification library (OVL). Designers can develop their own set of 

assertions, and use them in their designs. The existing monitors check for values of signals, 

relation of several signals with each other, sequence of events, and expected patterns on 

vectors or groups of signals. For using assertions, a designer compiles OVL and his or her 
own assertion library into a simulation library and makes this library available to designs 

being verified. When a design is developed, assertions are placed at key points in the design 

to check for key functionalities. When the design is being simulated as a stand-alone 
component, or in a hierarchy of a larger design, the monitors check signals for their expected 

values. If a signal does not have a value expected by a monitor, the assertion monitor displays 

a message and the time that the discrepancy (violation of the property) has occurred. Usually, 
such messages appear in the simulation report area, transcript, or console.   

 Assertion verification benefits:   Ways in which placement of assertion monitors in a design 

are helpful are discussed here.   

 

 Designer discipline: When a designer places an assertion in a design, he or she is disciplining 

him/herself to look into the design more care-fully and extract properties. 

 Observability: Assertions add monitoring points to a design that make it more observable. 

 Formal verification ready: Assertions correspond to properties that areused in formal 

verification tools. Having inserted assertion monitors to a design, readies it for verification by 

a formal verification tool.   

 Executable comments: Assertion monitors can be regarded as commentsthat explain some 

features or behavior of a design. These comments pro-duce messages when the behavior they 

are explaining is violated.   



 Self-contained designs: A design with assertion monitors has the designdescription and its 

test procedure all in one Verilog module. 

 
 

Questions: 

 

       1) Explain all different test bench techniques with examples. 
       2) Explain combinational circuit testing. 

       3) Explain design verification with an example program. 

       4) Explain assertion verification with an example.  
       5) Explain i. feedback model ii) capacitive model iii) implicit models  

      6) Explain static machine coding using an example  

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

1) Formal verification tools do not perform 

a) Verification    b)  Observation     c)   Simulation      d)    Assertion 

2) Current set of assertion monitors are available in a 
a) Open verification library   b)   Message   c)  Simulation report     d)   All the above 

3) Assertion  verification is used to improve observability 

4) The test bench technique is used to generate test data and observe circuit response using State 

machine  
5) The sequential circuit consists of polynomial which is used to determine its signature  and                

Data Compression 
6) In combinational testing ,variables connecting to input are termed as reg and output as Wire 

7) Test bench simulation can be controlled by 

a) $Stop       b) $write    c)   $display     d)   $monitor 

8) The type of verification with acknowledges the circuit performance using either YES or NO 
is 

a) Assertion verification    b) Formal verification   c) Both     d)  None  

9) The most commonly used sequential model is   Feedback model 
10) Signature  calculation  and parallel data compression is performed by 

a) MISR  b) UDP   c) VHDL     d)     FPGA 

11) A group of flip flops having common clock and functionalities is known as Functional 

registers 
12) The combined task to perform both setup and hold time is 

a) $Setup    b)  $hold     c)    $setup hold      d)    $hold setup 


